
Calling Grandsire Triples 
This crib is intended to allow ringers to quickly look up and learn how to call a simple 
touch of Grandsire Triples at a glance. 

Composition 
Note: There are six calls, and the blue line below only shows two. This is because 
you must repeat the calling shown, in and out of the hunt, three times in all for the 
touch to come round. 
The minimum you need to know to call the touch: 

• Two calling positions, three blows before the lead end. More precisely the 
handstroke when the treble is in thirds place. The calls are most accurately 
placed by watching the treble, noting that its handstroke is about ½ a blow 
before you will ring if you are at the back of the change. 

• The lines are written out from 7, 5 and 4 respectively. The first two have the 
calls in the first and second leads of a four lead part, and the last putting the 
calls in the third and fourth leads. (See touches written out in full over the 
page.) 

• You might have to say “that’s all” two blows after the last call (handstroke), at 
the following hand-stroke, depending on which variation you decide to call. 

• You do not have to keep the touch right. If it goes wrong, just say ‘stand’ or 
‘ rounds’ and let the person running the ringing decide what to do next. 



More Technical Detail for the Keen 
Understanding this is not necessary to call the touch. The changes of each lead end are 
shown for four variations of the same idea. The effects of the bobs can be seen, 
including which bell enters the hunt. 
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168 Grands ire Triples  
‘In and out of hunt’ 

     7            6            4            2 
  1234567      1234567      1234567      1234567 
- 1752634      1253746      1253746    - 1752634 
- 1467352    - 1672453      1275634      1765423 
  1436275    - 1346572    - 1462375      1746352 
  1423567      1354267    - 1534762    - 1237546 
- 1754623      1325746      1573246    - 1652437 
- 1367254    - 1673425      1527634      1645723 
  1326475    - 1546273    - 1465327      1674352 
  1342567      1524367    - 1734265    - 1236574 
- 1753642      1532746      1723546    - 1452736 
- 1267453    - 1675432      1752634      1475623 
  1246375    - 1246375    - 1467352      1467352 
  1234567      1234567    - 1234567    - 1234567 


